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Owing to an oversight, the authors did not acknowledge contributions to our integrated model paper ([@c3]) by Professors Susan L. Teitelbaum and Jia Chen, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai (New York, NY). The concept of "Windows of Susceptibility" presented in our commentary originated from their 2009 National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences/National Cancer Institute grant, "Breast Cancer Genomics in Windows of Susceptibility to Endocrine Disruptors" (grant no. 5U01ES019459).

We apologize for this error and wish to correct it. Professors Chen and Teitelbaum presented the concept in their grant and in two papers on which we were coauthors ([@c1]; [@c2]). The concept is important for our integrated model, and even though they did not participate in our manuscript, their ideas and suggestions were valuable, and our fruitful collaboration has led to several joint publications. The authors regret this omission.
